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A sorrowful tale of a heavy-laden life explicit through with dark ambiences rattled with inexorable

aggressions of death. 8 MP3 Songs METAL: Doom/Stoner Metal ELECTRONIC: Soundscapes Book One

Songs Details: A sorrowful tale of a heavy-laden life explicit through with dark ambiences rattled with

inexorable aggressions of death. "Antique produced something unlike anything I have heard before. 'Book

One' will be appreciated by dark and dramatic people the world over." -- Into Obscurity "Fans of

atmospheric music will be amazed. ...A journey into the unknown, into the darkness." -- Patrick, The

Darkest Hours "'Book One' really is the first chapter to another world's story [...] the listener feels

transported to another universe." -- L'dition Mtallique "I get the strong impression they have hired the

actor who did the voice of the character Gollum on the last Lord of the Rings episode to do half of the

vocal parts." -- Judge M., Lords Of Metal "The compositions are quite varied and elaborate [...] With

apparent ease the band manages to change from subtle orchestral parts to heavy metallish pieces." --

HD, Funprox.com "With 'Book One' Antique shows it has already created a quite unique sound of it's own

: an interesting mix between death-metal and dark wave with a touch of doom and ambient that might

appeal to fans of Mortiis, Saturnus, Evereve and Dark Tranquility." -- EverDarkGreen "...like an opera

telling a story to classical music..." -- The_Rev, Alarming Echo Beats "Hauntingly symphonic, classical,

atmospheric, ambient, disturbing, and dismal fit the description of the music put forth on this release." --

Metal Mike The soundscapes of Book One are an emotional blend of classical subtlety and metallic force

engendered by haunting strings, aroused by churning guitars, and awoken by chaotic vocals.
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